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Abstract South-Stationkeeping of geosynchronous sa-
tellites and the use as primary propulsion

Since more than 30 years, radio-frequency for interplanetary probes. Replacing a che-
ion thrusters are subject of research, de- mical thruster with a typical specific im-
velopment, and fabrication at Giessen Uni- pulse of 300 sec by an ion engine with a
versity. Ion sources with discharge chamber ten times higher specific impulse of typi-
diameters of 4 to 35 cm have been investi- cally 3,000 sec results in saving propel-
gated during this period. lant and therefore, extending the satellite

lifetime and/or the payload ratio. Hence,
Presently, the standard 10 cm engine RIT 10 performing NSSK by electric propulsion ena-
has been flown in a space test onboard the bles to keep the satellites in position for
European Retrievable Carrier EURECA and 10 to 15 years depending on their mass [1].
could be put into operation successfully.
Ion propulsion shall be implemented at The advantage of electric propulsion can be
ESA's technological satellite ARTEMIS for expressed also by savings in the satellites
operational North-South-Stationkeeping and launch mass or by an increase in the
two RITA 10 thrusters together with two payload. Especially for North-South-Sta-
British UK 10 engines shall perform this tionkeeping, electric propulsion offers
task. We are supporting this program by commercial benefits. The thrust requirement
performing the beam diagnostic tests and of an engine for this application was ini-
thus, contributing to the qualification tially about 10 mN but raised with increa-
program. sing satellite masses to about 20 mN and

for the future generation of communication
The JUMBO test facility has been improved satellites towards the 50 mN range. This
for the RIT 10 qualification and for the thrust requirement is based on an velocity
ESA xx performance mapping program. The ca- increment of 40 - 50 m/sec per year for
pability of the beam diagnostic system has North-South-Stationkeeping of geosynchron-
been extended delivering better data ous satellites. This results in total
concerning the thrust vector charactariza- thrusting times of up to 10,000 hrs. Of
tion. The already available computerized course, higher thrust levels will reduce
data acquisition system has been enlarged the daily operation time and also the total
to meet the requirements for the ESA xx operation time.
performance mapping.

The field of EP-application for advanced
The European primary propulsion engine, primary propulsion missions comprises
called ESA xx, uses the German radio-fre- multiple rendezvous and/or sample return
quency principle and a British extraction flights to the primitive bodies, like
grid system. Design aspects as well as the asteroids and comets, Mercury orbits, Mars
'development and fabrication status are and Mars-moon sample return, outer planet
described. Presently, the performance tests missions, out-of-the-ecliptic probes, long
are planned to be started in October this baseline interferometers, etc. [2,3,4,5,6].
year in the Giessen big test facility. Also high-payload cargo missions from LEO

to GEO or round trip flights between a
Shuttle-orbit and a Moon-orbit could be

1. Introduction profitable EP-scopes [7].

Since three decades, electric propulsion Mission studies have been carried out by
systems are worldwide a matter of research, ESA in 1983 for a multiple asteroid
development and qualification. There are rendezvous "AGORA" [3] and later for a
two main applications which benefit from comet nucleus sample return mission [4] ba-
the use of electric propulsion: the North- sed on an electric propulsion module "EPM"
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as drive tor the probe. In order to get on
the primary propulsion hardware and to 2. Ion Thruster Test Facility
establish a reliable basis for imminent
projects decisions, ESA/ESTEC dropped a Along with the testing of several different
contract to MBB, Munich to study an EPM on sized ion thrusters the test equipment of
the basis of a cluster of 35 cm rf-thru- the big JUMBO space simulation chamber has
sters RIT 35 18]. been improved especially with respect to

the forthcoming testing of the ESA xx
At Giessen University, the research and de- thruster. Two main items will be covered in
velopment program started in the 60's with this paper, the further extension of the
a 10 cm diam ion source. From those, the 10 beam diagnostic device and the completion
mN standard engine RIT 10 has been develo- of the data acquisition and evaluation sy-
ped. After an industrial redesign a ground stem based on personal computers. Fig.1
qualification program has been started at shows a cross section of the JUMBO test
the DFVLR in Stuttgart using mercury as the facility which consists of the main chamber
propellant. This program comprised a life- with the diagnostic equipment and the
test of 8,150 hrs., cycling tests of more thruster hatch in which the engines are
than 2,000 restarts, vibration and schock mounted. Both are separated from eachother
tests, component tests and a EMC study [9]. by a gate valve allowing easy and quick ac-
The ground qualification has been finished cess to the thruster but keeping the main
in 1980. chamber under vacuum.

In the meanwhile, the RIT 10 system has ImIaM er COLLECTOR (45 C0S) OIL oirnrION rW'S
been modified for xenon as the propellant
with respect to a spacetest onboard of the E Vi a\ t cOLLECTo
European Retrievable Carrier EURECA. Thisw \II- , -*i
experiment has been launched in July 1992 lo
and the RIT 10 engine has been operated "IRisER --
successfully for about 250 hours performing '"'e E AR""
about 150 cycles. The experiment must be
stopped due to a breakdown in a cable. In
June 1993, the platform has been retrieved SER /

KOR
from space and in September the experiment / \ I - .. "
will be available for inspection and analy- RI aIsrR-- r R .. LN2
sis of the failure.

I RAILs -'witmw
In the course of the 70's, the University CARI RI IVE CARRIAGE OR I 'IJml ) MAINOWC ER
of Giessen started activities to scale-up
the standard thruster by increasing the Fig.1: Sketch of the JUMBO test facility
diameter of the discharge chamber with thruster hatch and beam diagnostic
investigating thrusters of 15, 20, and 35 set-up
cm diam. Two laboratory models have been
tested, the 15 cm engine RIT 15 designed
for a nominal thrust level of 20 mN for The beam diagnostic device had been desig-
mercury as propellant [10] and the large 35 ned and developed in order to measure the
cm diam ion source. This RIT 35 has been mechanical ion beam parameters as the
planned as main propulsion engine aiming at thrust vector and the beam divergence. The-
a thrust level of some hundred mN, a thrust se values are important since the thrust
level which is required to drive vector and/or its possible variation with
interplanetary probes for highenergetic time influences the thruster firing strate-
missions [11]. gy with respect to the stationkeeping of

the satellite.
In the mid 80's, the work at the primary
propulsion system RIT 35 has been resumed In order to measure these ion beam parame-
under ESA contracts with respect to the ab- ters, a beam diagnostic device has been de-
ove mentioned ESA studies considering signed and manufactured consisting of a 1.8
scientific missions to asteroids and/or m long boom supported in the center and
comets. RIT 35 laboratory prototypes have turnable like a propeller. The boom and its
been manufactured using at first a flat driving motor are mounted on a movable car-
grid and later on a dished grid extraction riage located in the main chamber of the
system. These engines have been tested with large JUMBO test facility.
mercury and with xenon as propellant. Until
1989, the complete performance mapping has The carriage can be moved along two -ails
been carried out [12]. and allows beam profile measurements f-om 1

m up to 2.5 m distance from the thruster. A
Recently, the contracts concerning primary special small boom of only 47 cm length is
propulsion have been redirected by ESA ai- mounted on top of the big one by means of
ming towards a European cooperation on this an extension tube. This allows an approach
subject. The ion motor is now called ESA xx of the thruster through the gate valve of
and is a joint project of Germany, England, the hatch to a distance of only 5 cm.
and Italy. Presently, it is planned to fi-
nish the test program on this thruster un- The big diagnostic boom has a square'
til end of this year. cross-section of 6x6 cm and contains a row

of 90 target plates of stainless steel, the
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small diagnostic unit is a rectangular box .' .. ....
of 47x3.3 cm containing 45 Faraday cups.
The ion beam passes the input aperture,
oval holes of 12x3mm for the big boom, the
electrodes, suppressing secondary electrons
released from the target material, and hits e
finally the target. The ion current signal o-
is fed into filtering and amplification '

circuits mounted on printed circuit boards
behind the target plates inside the boom
(see also Fig. 5). The set-up of the small
probe is very similar but instead of an en- c
trance slit, entrance holes of 3.5 mm in C
diam are used and the ion current is
measured by Faraday cups instead of plane
target plates.

In general, one 1800 turn of the boom will
deliver a full picture of the ion beam. But
in order to improve especially the resolu- -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

tion of the small diagnostics the complete boom axis, cm
system has been adapted to a 3600 turn. The
center of rotation of the small boom is
shifted with repect to the central Faraday Fig.3: Cross section of the RIT 35 ion beam
cup. This means, that after a half turn the in 10 cm distance; flat extraction grid
track of the cups of the second half turn with central support
now moves into the gap of the cups of the
first half turn and thus, the resolution is
doubled. Fig. 2 illustates this arrangement.
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Fig.2: Tracks of the Faraday cups of the
small diagnostic boom

A full turn of the boom needs about 60 se-
conds. A full scan through the ion beam is
made nearly each degree of rotation which .--- , -. ,; ' '- r--
yields a total data rate of 15,750 measured

the measurements and stores the gathered
data.

In order to improve and speed up the per-
Two examples of beam diagnostic results are formance mapping of ion thrusters and ionshown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The first one sources in the big JUMBO testfacility a,
is a close-up scan through the ion beam of purpose designed data acquisition and eva-
the RIT 35 source with flat grid in xx cm luation system has been developed. The use
distance. The central support of the flat of the laboratory-power supplies allow to
grid, where no ion are extracted, is repre- test all existing sizes of ion sources wi-
sented by the current density drop in the thin a certain power range. A special data
middle of the scan. Also irregularities in acquisition interface measures the perfor-
the grid can be recognized by changes in mance values and transfers the data to the
the current density distribution, personal computer(s). Fig. 5 is a sketch

demonstrating the complete computer network
Fig. 4 is a three-dimensional picture taken of the test facility.
in a distance of about 2 meters behind the
thruster which demonstrates a more or less
Gaussian distribution of the current.
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7 ------ - -----
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B: bias electrode, F: Faraday cups. A: tiller and amplifier, M: multiplexer, L: driver,
S: stepper motor, SC: stepper molor control, MV,I.OC: power supply and motor . .
control interface, ADC: analog-digital converter, MC: remote control of ion source powersupply, IS: ion source. OC: optocoupler

Fig.5: Schematic diagram of the test
facility with data acquisition and data
processing system

For the performance mapping on the ESA xx All measured data are shown on the computer
primary propulsion engine the capability of screen in tables. In addition, the impor-
the data acquisition system has been ex- tant parameters as rf-power, high voltages
tended. Measured values are the forward and and currents are shown as bar-graphs. An
reflected rf-power giving the rf-power con- online data processing delivers directly
sumed by the thruster, the positive and the the basic data of rf-engines on a second
negative high voltage and the belonging to graphic screen, which means the rf-power as
currents, which gives by subtraction the a function of the flow rate with the ionion beam current. The propellant flow rates beam current as parameter. All other per-of thruster and neutralizer are determined formance diagrams as the electric versus
by flow controllers which measure and con- the propellant efficiency or the total
trol the propellant flow rates. Moreover, thruster power consumption as a function of
the neutralizer data as the discharge vol- the mass flow rate can be calculated imme-
tage and current and the emitted electron diately from these basic data and depicted
current are taken, on the screen. This system allows a very

efficient performance mapping of ion thru-
Finally, six channels are foreseen for tem- sters.
peratures, which shall be monitored by
means of platinum resistors PT 100 at the
screen, the accel, and the decel grid, the 3. European Primary Propulsion ESA xx
discharge vessel and two points at the
thruster case. These temperatuess shall be The primary propulsion engine ESA xx is a
used later as input parameters for a ther- hybrid composed-of the German RIT 35 and

mal model of the engine, the British UK 25. Both thrusters are de-signed for a nominal thrust level of 200 mNIt is also possible to command the thruster and well suited to be used for highenerge-
by the computer as to go to thrust or tic, interplanetary missions as mentioned
stand-by operation. The thrust level can be already above.
changed by varying the rf-power level and

also the flow rate can be adapted by compu- Under contract of ESA/ESTEC, we started theter command in order to maintain good work at the large 35 cm diam ion motor RIT
efficiencies. But for regular performance 35 with the goal to manufacture a laborato-
mapping the engine is mostly controlled ry prototype and to perform the complete
manually.
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performance mapping on this engine. Results management of the project is carried out by
have been obtained with a flat grid extra- DASA/MBB, Munich under contract of the
ction system using mercury as the propel- European Space Agency ESA. Fig. 6 is a net-
lant and later on also xenon. Due to the work plan and shows the work packages for
stability problems of flat grids of this this project as well as the responsabili-
size under thermal load a dished grid sy- ties of the different participants.
stem (outward dished) has been designed and
manufactured. In 1989, the performance map- Fig. 7 shows a cross-section of the present
ping of the RIT 35 with xenon as the pro- design of the ESA xx engine. It uses the
pellant has been repeated successfully, RIT ionizer made of an insulating material.
using this dished grid extraction system For the laboratory prototype quartz has
[13]. The throttling range of the engine been chosen for cost reasons but for engi-
has been determined as well as the possibi- neering models alumina will be taken due to
lity to vary the specific impulse by app- the high strength. The ionizer is sur-
lying different beam voltages, rounded by the induction coil. An rf-ge-

nerator delivers the power, inducing an
All these tests have been done in electrical eddy field in the discharge
competition with the British UK 25 thruster chamber and thus, sustaining an electrode-
with the final goal to select one of the less annular rf-discharge. To obtain the
engines for further development, because best ionization conditions, it is necessary
one cannot afford to develop two technolo- to optimize the ionizer length, the rf-coil
gies of primary propulsion in Europe. Howe- geometry and the frequency.
ver, a decision in favour of the one or the
other technology could not be taken because
both thruster technologies have advantages " .
and disadvantages. After several discus-
sions with all persons involved it has been
finally decided to combine both technolo-
gies.

In the mid of the last year, a program for
the fabrication and tests of a European
primary propulsion engine, called from now
ESA xx, has been settled combining the ad-
vantages of both thruster systems. The let-
ters xx stood for the unknown size of the
engine. Although the diameter has been fi-
xed to 26 cm in the meanwhile, the name ESA
xx has been maintained. It has been agreed
to use the radio-frequency principle and
with it the RIT 35 ionizer, eliminating the
problems of the British UK 25 with the main
cathode. Because of the expensive German
extraction grid system and its difficult
manufacturing procedure it has been decided
to equip the primary motor with British Fig.7: Sketch of the present design of the
grids. Italy will very probably contribute European primary propulsion engine ESA xx
plasmabridge neutralizers for the ESA xx
which are used for the neutralization of For the ion extraction and thrust produc-the beam and for start-up of the rf-main tion Culham Laboratory, UK, has designed
discharge. The design of the engine and the and fabricated a three-grid system [14].

All grids, the screen, accel, and decel
... .. "' .. grid are made of molybdenum and are inward

I"- .. I I "-". Ir, - ,I dished. The inward dishing promises a
. better thermal stability and a certain fo-

cusing of the ion beam is expected, too.
". . .. ., I'L . ... " ." The grids are mounted in an alumina ring

..... which provides mounting and insulation of
-- - the grids. The grid geometry has been cho-

sen due to computer simulations carried out
" by Culham Lab. This led to a reduction in
- the size of the extraction holes but the

.... " , number has been increased to about 9,100.
The intergrid spacing is less than 1 mm ac-

. ____ , .. . cording to an extraction voltage of 2.5 kV.

........... * According to the experience of Culham Lab
with their UK 25 grid system, they decided

.... .. , ..;:. '" ... , to stay with a grid diameter of 25 cm in
''"'"...... "" """ order to avoid stability problems of bigger

Fig.6: Logic flow chart for design, fabri- size grids. Fig. 8 gives an example of the

cation and test of the ESA xx primary ion trajectories as expected for the ESA xx

propulsion thruster grid system for a plasma flux which
corresponds to 200 mN thrust level [14].
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A separate extraction anode is foreseen at Some charactaristic data for which the pri-
the gas inlet at the ceiling of the di- mary engine ESA xx is designed and also so-
scharge chamber. But also the screen grid me of the expected operational values are
will have an electrical connection and can given in the table below:
be used as anode alternatively.

Table 1:
The thruster case has been designed and ma-

nufactured by DASA/MBB. It is a closed propellant: Xenon
structure made of aluminum (see also Fig.7) thrust level: 200 mN
screwed at the lower end to the alumina
ring of the grid system. The upper end is discharge chamber diam: 26 cm
used as mounting interface to the flange of thruster diam: 39 cm
the test chamber. thruster length: 26 cm

The neutralizer(s) are mounted at the down- beam voltage: 2,000 V
stream screen ring which is a part of the beam current: 3 A
case. Probably, Italian neutralizers from accel grid voltage: - 500 V
the RIT 10 development program will be at
disposal for the ESA xx tests. The neutra- exp. rf-power consumption: 0.9-1.0 kW
lizer will deliver electrons for the exp. propellant consumption: '~60 SCCM
start-up procedure of the main discharge exp. total power consumption: 7.0 kW
and during thrust operation it will provide
the ion beam neutralization. More than one
neutralizer is foreseen since the load li-
mit of the small RIT 10 neutralizer is not
yet known. It is a part of the test program
to look also for the emission capability of
the plasma bridge neutralizer. Conclusions

Conclusions

SgThe technology of radio-frequency ion thru-
PLASMA sters has been studied and developed in

Germany since three decades and has proved
its capability in numerous tests. The small
NSSK engine RIT 10 has been tested in space

SCREEN ,GRID successfully. In parallel, other RIT 10
-- -thrusters enter a qualification program

with the goal to be flown onboard the
. ---- ARTEMIS satellite as an operational system
-- performing NSSK. The implementation of ion

propulsion on ARTEMIS is considered as a
ACCEL RID breakthrough of this advanced technology.

SThe more powerful primary propulsion engine
-__---_ ~ RIT 35 benefits from this development and

"- consequently of course the ESA xx primary
- . engine. While the RIT 10 engine may estab-
DECEL iGRID ish itsself now for North-South-Station-

keeping of communication satellites, there
is presently no concrete application for
the primary propulsion engines as RIT 35 or

- ESA xx. However, possible missions are in
discussion again considering a nuclear

. electric propulsion module, but due to the
problems of funding a realization in thea  
near future is questionable.

Fig.8: Calculated ion trajectories for the Actually, the technology of radio-frequency
inward dished extraction grids of the ESA ion thrusters has reached "space maturity"
xx thruster (Culham Laboratory) and this hopefully will help to give

confidence to this advanced technology and
to open the doors for future applications
in space.

Presently, the manufacturing of the di-
scharge vessel, the thruster case, the ex-
traction grid system, and of other thruster
components has been finished. The integra-
tion of the engine has been started and
shall be finished in September 1993. The
start of the performance mapping is planned
for October this year trying to terminate
this phase of the ESA xx program by end of
of the year 1993.
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